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Resumo 
<Aqui vem o resumo do artigo em português. O resumo deve resumir o conteúdo do manuscrito e deve conter no 

mínimo 150 e no máximo 300~palavras e deve ser escrito em itálico, Times~10, justificado, sem recuo especial e sem 

espaçamento antes ou depois.> 

Palavras-Chave: <O resumo deve ser seguido de 3 a 10 palavras-chave. As palavras-chave devem ser justificadas 

com espaçamento simples, sem recuo especial, sem espaçamento antes e espaçamento exato de 24 pontos depois. O 

texto deve ser configurado com a fonte Times em tamanho de fonte 10 e em estilo de fonte itálico. Use ponto e vírgula 

como separador. As palavras-chave devem iniciar com letra maiúsculas.> 

 

Abstract 
<Here comes the abstract of the paper in English. The abstract should summarize the contents of the manuscript and 

should contain at least 150 and at most 300~words long and must be written in italics, Times~10, justified, with no 

special indentation and no spacing before or after.> 

Keywords: <Abstract must be followed by 3 to 10 keywords. The keywords should be justified with a line space single, 

no special indentation, with no spacing before and spacing of exactly 24-points after. The text should be set in Times 

10-point font size and in italic font style. Please use semi-colon as a separator. Keywords must be title cased.> 

 

Resumen 
<Aquí viene el resumen del artículo en español. El resumen debe resumir el contenido del manuscrito y debe contener 

un mínimo de 150 y un máximo de 300~palabras y debe estar escrito en cursiva, Times~10, justificado, sin sangría 

especial y sin espacio antes o después.> 

Palabras clave: <El resumen debe ir seguido de 3 a 10 palabras clave. Las palabras clave deben estar justificadas 

con un espacio de línea simple, sin sangría especial, sin espacios antes y con un espacio de exactamente 24 puntos 

después. El texto debe configurarse fuente Times con tamaño de 10 puntos y en estilo de fuente cursiva. Utilice punto 

y coma como separador. Las palabras clave deben comenzar con una letra mayúscula.> 

 

  

Comentado [S1]: If the manuscript is written in English, then this 

element must be removed. 

Comentado [NTdC2]: If the manuscript is written in English, 

then this element should be removed. 

Comentado [S3]: Please use from 1-3 columns to organize the 

authors information in the final version of the manuscript (only after 

acceptance). For the submission, ensure no author identification is 

found in the manuscript. 
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1 Introduction 

To avoid unnecessary errors, you are strongly advised to use the 'spell-check' and 'grammar-check' 

functions of your word processor. We ask that authors follow the guidelines explained in this 

template, to achieve the highest quality possible and a standard presentation of the manuscripts of 

the journal. 

Be advised that manuscripts in a technically unsuitable form may be rejected anytime by the 

editors or reviewers. 

2 Manuscript Preparation 

Before formatting the manuscript, please read carefully the guide for authors, which presents 

important information on ethics, selection criteria, guidance on methodology and submission 

instructions. Then, this template may guide the authors to correctly format the manuscript. 

The number of pages of the manuscript must be in between 12-30 including pictures, 

references and annexes. 

2.1 Page Setup 

The paper size must be set to A4 (210x297 mm). The document margins must be 2.3 cm in all 

sides (Top: 2.3 cm; Bottom: 2.3 cm; Left: 2.3 cm; Right: 2.3 cm).  

Regarding the page layout, authors should set the vertical alignment to the top, and the 

header and the footer: 1.25 cm. 

Any text or material outside the margins might have problems with overlay information. 

2.2 Title 

Use 17-point Times New Roman type for the title in the original language, center aligned, line 

space multiple 1,15 with a bold font style, with an additional spacing of 10-point after, and initial 

letters capitalized. Articles and words like “is”, “or”, “then”, etc. should not be capitalized unless 

they are the first word of the title. 

If the original language of the manuscript is Portuguese or English, then it is necessary to 

add the title in English. After the title in the original language, add in the next paragraph a “Title:” 

heading and the corresponding title in English just in the sequence. Use 12-point Times New 

Roman type, center aligned, line space multiple 1,15 with an italic font style, with an additional 

spacing of 24-point after, and initial letters capitalized. As in the title in the original language, 

articles and words like “is”, “or”, “then”, etc. should not be capitalized unless they are the first 

word of the title. 

2.3 Authors’ Information 

Use 10-point Times New Roman type for the authors’ information, aligned left, line space single 

with an italic font style, with no additional spacing. In the first line of authors’ information provide 

the full name of the authors, in the second line his affiliation and in the last line his email address. 

If there is only one author, this information must be in the center. If there are two or three authors, 

then organize the information respectively in two or three columns. For more authors, consider 

organizing the information in two or three columns and as many lines as necessary. 
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Notice that all information that may identify the authors must be suppressed of the 

manuscript at the submission phase. However, this information must be filled in the metadata of 

the submission form as well as in the final version of the manuscript in case of acceptance.  

2.4 Abstract and Keywords 

Each paper must have an abstract. The abstract should appear justified, with a line space single, 

no spacing before and after, and font size of 10-point Times in italic. The abstract should 

summarize the contents of the manuscript and should contain at least 150 and at most 300 words 

long. The sentence must end with a period. Before the abstract text there is one line with the 

“Abstract” heading in font size of 12-point Times in bold. 

In the next line after the abstract, comes the keywords, with the heading “Keywords:” in 

font size of 10-point Times in bold, followed by 3 to 10 keywords aligned left, with a line space 

single, no special indentation, with no spacing before and 24-points spacing after. The keywords 

should be set in Times 10-point font size and in italic font style, with 24-point spacing after. To 

separate the keywords, use the semi-colon. Keywords must be title cased. 

If the manuscript is written in Portuguese or Spanish, the authors must provide the abstract 

and keywords in this language before providing the one in English. 

2.5 The Sections 

The document is organized in only one column. The section text must be set to 12-point Times, 

justified, line space single and 6-point spacing after. 

Section, subsection and sub subsection first paragraph should not have the first line indent, 

other paragraphs should have a first line indent of 0.75 centimeter. 

2.5.1 Section Titles 

The heading of a section title must be 14-point bold with initial letters capitalized, aligned to the 

left with a line space sing, with an additional spacing of 24-point before and 12-point after. After 

the title number, there should be no dot. 

2.5.2 Subsection Titles 

The heading of a subsection title must be 12-point bold with initial letters capitalized, aligned to 

the left with a line space single, with an additional spacing of 12-point before and 6-point after. 

After the title number, there should be no dot. 

2.5.3 Sub Subsection Titles 

The heading of a sub subsection title should be in 12-point italic with initial letters capitalized, 

aligned to the left with a line space single, with an additional spacing of 12-point before and 6-

point after. After the title number, there should be no dot. 

2.6 Tables 

Tables (e.g., Table 1) must be positioned preferably at the top or bottom of the page within the 

given margins. Avoid breaking tables on different pages, unless it does not fit one page only. 

Tables should be properly numbered, centered and should always have a caption positioned above 

it. Captions should be centered with 9-point Times, with 12-point spacing before and 6-point after. 

The final sentence of a caption must end with a period. 
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Table text should be 10-point Times, with no spacing before or after. 

Table 1: Caption table 1. 

Example column 1 Example column 2 

Example text 1 Example text 2 

2.7 Figures 

Figures should be produced electronically and integrated into the document. As they may lose 

quality when integrated into the document, it is important to check if it is with a good resolution 

(at least 300 dpi is recommended). Check line drawings, grids, and details within the figures that 

must be clearly readable and may not be written one on top of the other, considering 100% view 

and print version. 

Figures (e.g., Figure 1) must appear inside the designated margins. They should be 

properly numbered, centered and should always have a caption positioned under it. Captions 

should be centered, with 9-point font size. Spacing before and after should be of 6-point and 12-

point, respectively. 

 The final sentence of a caption must end with a period.  

Figure 1: Caption figure 1. 

 

2.8 Equations 

Special attention with equations as some characters may be lost as well as formatting. Equations 

(e.g., Equation 1) should be placed on a separate line, numbered and centered. An extra line space 

should be added below the equation. The numbers accorded to equations must appear enclosed in 

brackets and positioned right side (with some space after the equation). 

The use of a table with two columns is advisable. 

a = b + c (1) 

 

2.9 Program Code 

Program listing commands in text (e.g., Code 1) should be set in 9-point Courier New, with no 

spacing before or after, and no first line indent. Codes must appear inside the designated margins, 

with external borders and they should be properly numbered. Captions should be centered, with 

9-point font size. Spacing before and after should be of 6-point and 12-point, respectively. 

begin 

    Writeln('Hello World!!'); 

end. 

Code 1: Example of code. 
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2.10 In-Text Citations and Reference List 

When you use others' ideas in your paper, you should credit them with an in-text citation. In-text 

citations must follow APA 7 Style, which consist of the surname of the authors and the year of 

publication. More on Writing In-Text Citations in APA Style, please refer to APA Citation Guide 

(7th edition). 

The APA Citation Guide (7th edition) explains why and what to cite, citing references in 

text, the purpose of the reference list and how to build the reference list. It is possible to find more 

information on APA Citation Guide (7th edition) and on how to deal with missing information as 

well as class notes, class lectures, presentations, social media, among other sources. Some sample 

references are provided by the APA Citation Guide (7th edition). 

The reference list must be ordered alphabetically. References should be set to 12-point, 

justified, with a single line space, 6-point additional spacing after and hanging indent of 0.75 

centimeter. 

Citation 1 (Baker et al., 2011) 

Citation 2 (Seffrin et al., 2013) 

Citation 3 (Brasil, 2008) 

Citation 4 (Kautzmann, 2015) 

Citation 5 (Chandler & Sweller, 1991) 

Citation 6 (Clark et al., 2005) 

Citation 7 (Mason, 2012) 

3 Conclusions 

We hope you find the information in this template useful, and it helps you in the preparation of 

your manuscript. 

If you find inconsistencies or need more information, please contact the editors. 

Acknowledgements 

Place the acknowledgements only in the final version of the manuscript, after acceptance. They 

should be placed before the references section without numbering. 
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Appendix 

If any, the appendix should appear directly after the references without numbering, and not on a 

new page. 

A. When the reference has a Link 

• Make a clickable link on the respective URL (if you are using MS-Word, use the tool 

Insert Hyperlink, informing the URL). 

B. Allow readers to search for the reference on Google Scholar 

• Copy the title of the reference and put in between “%22”, including the “+” character 

between each word: http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q= 

%22PASTE+TITLE+HERE%22&hl=en&lr=&btnG=Search 

• If it is a common title, you may add the author, such as in: 

http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=PASTE+AUTHOR+HERE+%22PASTE+TITL

E+HERE%22&hl=en&lr=&btnG=Search 

• Or you may use the publication year (YEAR) to restrict the results, such as in: 

http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=PASTE+AUTHOR+HERE+%22PASTE+TITL

E+HERE%22&hl=en&lr=&btnG=Search &as_ylo=YEAR&as_yhi=YEAR 

• It is highly advisable to confirm if the link is correct (and if Google Scholar presents 

a correct result). 

• Include the term “[GS SEARCH]” at the end of each reference and make “GS 

SEARCH” a hyperlink with the URL just created. 

C. Allow readers to access references with DOI 

• Add “doi:” followed by the DOI number. Then, make the DOI number a hyperlink 

using the corresponding URL (the URL can be created adding “http://doi.org/ in 

front of the DOI number). 

https://scholar.google.com.br/scholar?q=%27Cognitive%20Load%20Theory%20and%20the%20Format%20of%20Instruction%27&btnG=Search
https://scholar.google.com.br/scholar?q=%27Cognitive%20Load%20Theory%20and%20the%20Format%20of%20Instruction%27&btnG=Search
https://scholar.google.com.br/scholar?q=%27Efficiency%20in%20learning%20-%20evidence-based%20guidelines%20to%20manage%20cognitive%20load%27&btnG=Search
https://scholar.google.com.br/scholar?q=%27Um%20Modelo%20de%20Agente%20Pedag%C3%B3gico%20para%20o%20Treinamento%20Adaptativo%20da%20Habilidade%20Metacognitiva%20de%20Monitoramento%20do%20Conhecimento%20em%20Sistemas%20Tutores%20Inteligentes%27&btnG=Search
https://scholar.google.com.br/scholar?q=%27Designing%20introductory%20programming%20courses:%20the%20role%20of%20cognitive%20load%27&btnG=Search
https://scholar.google.com.br/scholar?q=%27Uma%20Rede%20Bayesiana%20aplicada%20%C3%A0%20Modelagem%20do%20Conhecimento%20Alg%C3%A9brico%20do%20Aprendiz%27&btnG=Search
https://doi.org/10.5753/cbie.sbie.2013.597
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D. Allow readers to access references with DOI 

• Add “doi:” followed by the DOI number. Then, make the DOI number a hyperlink 

using the corresponding URL (the URL can be created adding “http://doi.org/ in 

front of the DOI number). 


